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CataractPhiladephia introduces a superior surgical experience for our PanOptix, Vivity, Toric, and Light Adjustable Lens patients.









We are the first and only practice in the region to offer 
*ONCE AND DONE: cataract surgery for both eyes on the same day.












We understand premium intraocular lenses (IOLs) and the patients who benefit from them.












In 1998, Dr. Lewis became the first cataract surgeon on the east coast to embrace astigmatism correcting IOLs. Ten years later, our practice welcomed multifocal IOLs and became a recognized leader in their use. Today, we have an outstanding array of options for our patients.





Traditional, insurance-covered standard IOLs are excellent and provide good results. Premium intraocular lenses like the PanOptix and the Vivity offer an enhanced range of glasses-free vision. The Light Adjustable Lens allows former LASIK patients, mono-vision patients, RGP lens wearers, and those who need un-compromised clarity and control to customize their results.  Toric implants improve vision by reducing astigmatism. Soon the IC-8 will help our patients with complex corneas.





As an early adopter of these technologies, we are uniquely qualified to recommend the most appropriate option. We introduced the Light Adjustable Lens to the region three and half years ago and enjoy a nuanced appreciation of its potential. Dr. Lewis performs nearly 2000 cataract surgeries each year and is one of the most experienced PanOptix/Toric surgeons in the area.





Our advantages include a proprietary medical record that merges diverse diagnostic technologies to calculate the best IOL for each patient. Unlike other practices, Dr. Lewis and Dr. McManamon exclusively recommend the appropriate options during cataract consultation.





We are also the only practice in Philadelphia offering "once and done" for our premium cataract surgery patients. In addition, we provide every patient with an anonymized link to their unedited surgical procedure. All surgery is performed by Dr. Lewis and we are available 24/7.


















Cataract surgery is an opportunity to regain lost vision and to achieve a substantial upgrade in visual performance. As a leading Philadelphia cataract surgeon, Dr. Lewis is committed to guiding you through this unique experience. Our practice offers the latest technology and the most advanced care in a safe, supportive, and compassionate environment.




What is a cataract?










Premium Intraocular Lenses
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	Your browser does not support the video tag or the file format of this video. http://www.webestools.com/



















PanOptix Trifocal dominates Cataract Philadelphia




Enjoy a glasses-free life, with the most advanced multifocal IOL.




Alcon's PanOptix implant, a second generation trifocal, provides continuous focus without glasses for tasks like driving, reading and computer use. PanOptix has been available outside the US for a dozen years and it is driving the premium intraocular lens markets in Canada, Australia and Europe. Our practice uses advanced intraocular lens power calculation methods to select the ideal PanOptix implant for appropriate patients.




READ MORE
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RxSight Light Adjustable Lens




Select uncompromised clarity with an IOL that matches your visual requirements. 




RxSight's Light Adjustable Lens (LAL) is customized to your needs. Former LASIK patients achieve the WOW they remember. Monovision patients achieve sharp driving and personalized near vision. Perfectionist obtain the clearest vision without glasses. Adjustments are done at our Elkins Park office. We were the first and remain the most experienced practice in Pennsylvania to offer this incredible technology. Test drive the LAL and define your visual success.




READ MORE
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AcrySof IQ Vivity




Designed to deliver an extended focal range and a monofocal-like visual disturbance profile.




Vivity uses non-diffractive optics to achieve an excellent range of vision without loss of contrast sensitivity or glare at night. Patients who are not ideal candidates for a trifocal implant can enjoy superior visual function with this lens. Vivity’s innovative technology brings premium visual results to more patients.




READ MORE
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Alcon's breakthrough CLAREON® IOL material is available at CataractPhiladelphia
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Dropless and Less Drops Cataract Surgery




Choose safer surgery, save $100 to $300 per eye, and reduce the hassle of multiple eye drops.




 Intraocular antibiotics administered at the time of eye surgery reduces risk. We have employed this technique successfully on 14,000 cases since 2014. By instilling antibiotics and steroids in the operating suite we reduce the need for postoperative drops saving patients hundreds of dollars and hours of frustration, inconvenience and aggravation.




READ MORE
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Hydrus MicroStent: Cataracts and Glaucoma




Stop your glaucoma drops with Hydrus MicroStent 




Hydrus MicroStent has emerged as the best surgical option for patients with cataracts and mild to moderated glaucoma. Unlike some alternative MIGS procedures, Hydrus has been shown to reduce the risk of aggressive glaucoma progression. Nearly 80% of patients using a single drops each night can stop their glaucoma medication. Our practice is the most experienced in Pennsylvania with Hydrus. We serve as a training site for other surgeons and clinical specialists. 




READ MORE






























The Surgery Center at Fort Washington




A boutique surgical center with a convenient location.




467 Pennsylvania Ave, Suite 108 
Fort Washington, PA 19034
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Locations for Cataract Evaluations














Patients Testimonials










About twenty years ago, Dr. Lewis performed cataract surgery for my husband. I accompanied my husband to all appointments and was quite impressed with Dr. Lewis' professionalism, confidence and caring. I took careful note in case I ever needed the services of an eye surgeon. Fast forward all th . . read more

[image: Rosemary M.]
Rosemary M.





While I was anxious about having surgery, Dr. Lewis' staff put me at ease. The attention given me was appreciated. Cataract Surgery was quick and EZ. The next day my vision was clear! I truly did not know what I was missing. My housekeeping has improved 1000% since improved vision. Thank you Dr . . read more

[image: Felicia W.]
Felicia W.





Dear Dr. Lewis,
Please accept my profound gratitude for your expert surgical skills in removing my diseased natural lens and fitting me with replacement intraocular lenses. The following superlatives express my present vision: spectacular and magnificent. Words are truly insufficient to adequately  . . read more

[image: Mary V.]
Mary V.





Dr. Lewis is one of the absolute best physicians I have ever encountered (ever!) – he delivers exceptional world class care to every single person who steps through his door. A brilliant ophthalmologist, he is as committed to his patients as he is to expanding his knowledge of the most innovative  . . read more

[image: Olive G.]
Olive G.





Awesome treatment.  Everyone in the office is friendly and helpful, not the typical experience.  State of the art treatment including "NO" drops with cataract surgery.  None prior and none afterwards - NONE!  Van pickup and delivery service to and from the surgery center.  Go there yo . . read more

[image: Avid D.]
Avid D.





Dr. Lewis & Dr. Devlin are quite honestly 2 of the best doctors I have ever met. Dr Lewis is honest with his diagnosis.Another doctor was ready to operate on the spot - Dr. Lewis said I did not need it! They are both so personable and caring. I can not recommend them enough. Their equipment is f . . read more

[image: Harriet L.]
Harriet L.





Dr. Lewis has been my doctor for close to ten years. He is a highly qualified eye surgeon, skilled in various procedures, who has extensive experience and success. After having been referred to Dr. Lewis, I researched his credentials and background for my cataract surgery, a surgery which created pr . . read more
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Mary V.





Thank you
To All:
A big thank you to the doctors and the office for taking good care of us “old folks”.
I for one, really appreciate the care and the way you made us comfortable.
Getting old is not for sissy’s!
Have a great Spring & Summertime.
Sincerely, Barbara
Your thoughtfulness . . read more

[image: Barbara]
Barbara





Thank you
It's the little things in life that though our hears the most.
Dear Dr. James S. Lewis, MD and Staff,
Thanks for being the kind of person who makes such a big difference.
Love
Vivian C. April 5th & 12th


<hr>
<!-- wp:genesis-blocks/gb-button {"buttonText&qu . . read more
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Vivian C.





Dr. Lewis is an excellent doctor. Several years ago, my eye procedure went quite well. My husband has also been his patient for years. Throughout the treatment prescribed, Dr. Lewis and his staff have been completely committed and professional. Their knowledge is vast, the equipment and procedures a . . read more
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Joyce G.





Absolutely a fantastic experience . The staff is super ; polite , courteous , knowledgeable , helpful , accommodating & friendly . Dr. Lewis & Dr. Devlin are two(2) of the nicest " people " you'll ever want to meet ; let alone being phenomenal eye doctors / ophthalmologists .  . . read more
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Ken O.





I met Dr Lewis in March of 2021, and Dr. Lewis has giving me an new outlook on my Life and my Vision. I went from using an Cane(For the Blind)to Reading without my thick Glasses and putting my Cane away for the first time in Years! I cam see the features in my Husband face and everything in clear in . . read more
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Tanya Y.





Dr, Lewis did my cataract surgeries with Panoptic lenses. I am extremely happy with the results and am now glasses-free after 64 years. My impression immediately before and during the surgery is one of his complete competence. I would strongly recommend him to others who need this surgery.
<hr&g . . read more
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Glen M.





As one who has had complex vision problems since being less than three years old, I wanted a surgeon in whom I could put my trust for dealing with my cataracts in the best-possible way. I couldn't have imagined that I would fall into not simply competent hands, but such kind, calm, and loving o . . read more

[image: Ruth H.]
Ruth H.





Mt experience with cataract surgery by Dr. Lewis was excellent. The practice is well managed and efficient. Waiting times in the office for examinations are short. Everything was made quite clear to me by Dr. Lewis regarding what to expect. Mu case was difficult due to previous Radial Keratotomy sur . . read more
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Louis





I was referred to Dr. Lewis by EYE OPTIONS . I had gone to them for a routine check-up & to get new glasses . During their testing procedure they discovered cataracts in both of my eyes . They suggested I see Dr. Lewis as soon as possible to get further testing done & to confirm the cataract . . read more
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Ken O.





For years, I have been fighting getting cataract surgery. My brother-in-law just had his surgery done by Dr. Lewis and raved about how good he is. Upon his recommendation, I too had my cataract surgery done. Everything that my brother-in-law said was true and then some. He is an exceptional doctor.  . . read more
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Jacqueline M.





What a heavenly thing to do!
Dr. Lewis _
Thank you so much!
I can really see again! Thanks so much for the superb work on my right eye.
Sincerely,
William 


[image: William]
William





Pleasant experience. Doctor’s took the time to explain and if needed to answer questions. Office staff really made you feel welcomed. I definitely would recommend this practice.





[image: Annie W.]
Annie W.





Never saw so many beautiful colors so clearly until my surgery.
This changed my life and how I now "see" the world.

Thank You
Bill





[image: Bill]
Bill





I am delighted that my eye care professional recommended Dr. Lewis for cataract surgery. Dr. Lewis and his staff are friendly and highly competent. Dr. Lewis worked closely with the referring professional in a truly collaborative way. After cataract surgery, there is only one eye drop twice per day! . . read more

[image: Wendy G.]
Wendy G.





Unlike a half-dozen so-called local "specialists" before him, Dr. Lewis diagnosed and then cured my corneal condition. He listened to my symptoms, examined my eye, ran a few tests, and knew exactly what had been causing my eye pain. He lasered my corneal surface and I am now back to normal . . read more

[image: Anonymous]
Anonymous





Many Thanks To You

Dr. Lewis & Crew,

Just wanted to let you know how much I appreciate what you did.

My Mom, Mary past away peacefully on 1/12/10. She thought you & your team were great & so did I. May God continue to bless all of you.

Sincerely,

Bob




<hr>
& . . read more
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Let it Snow…
A big thank you for taking such good care of me & my friend Carl. It’s so nice to be treated with such caring & friendliness. We really appreciate it.
Have a great New Year to you and your staff. 
Happy Holidays  Barbara & Carl

<hr>
<!-- wp:genesis-bloc . . read more
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Jim

Thank you for caring for my mother, (and God blesses you too!)

Talk to you later

Dan



[image: Dan]
Dan





Dear Dr. Lewis and team,

Thank you for an exceptional experience last week. Every individual we interacted with was patient, helpful and put us at ease. The focused time, careful attention and remarkable expertise you brought to our case exceeded our expectations. We appreciate all of you!

War . . read more

[image: Shobhana & Monica S.]
Shobhana & Monica S.





Dr. Lewis and his staff are without question the most dedicated and professional group of physicians I have ever encountered. I had challenging issues with the anatomy of each eye and my goals after cataract surgery. The length to which everyone in the practice went to make sure every variable was c . . read more
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Peter





I was were glasses until Dr. Lewis did surgery of removing the cataract from one eye. Didn't need surgery on the other eye. Thank God I don't need glasses now. Thanks Dr. Lewis and he's team


[image: Debbie J.]
Debbie J.





Received cataract surgery from Dr. James Lewis in September and must say everything was Excellent from start to finish Dr Lewis and Dr.McManamon recommended the new panoptix multi focal lens all I can say is WOW ! First time in 40 years I'm eye glasses free I couldn't be happier with the o . . read more
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Dear Dr. Lewis,
Good morning! Louise and I are scheduled for check ups with you on Wednesday, July 18, 2001 at 3:00PM. You did two closed – end glaucoma operation on Louise and a right – eye cataract operation on me. I am 76, Louise is 73. We look forward to a check up by you and your optometri . . read more
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Louise & Arthur





Dr. Lewis performed a cornea transplant in both my eyes. I have never seen this clearly in the last several years, also Dr. Lewis is a wonderful person. He always shows how much is cares for his patients. He has a great sense of humor and he is always so pleasant. I would recommend anybody to go see . . read more
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Yvette D.





Thank God for skilled surgeons like Dr. Lewis. My wife and I experienced incredible results after our cataract surgery. His entire staff were polite and helpful. Dr.Lewis even improved the sight in my left eye despite an old injury to the retina. Immediate post surgery requirements went smoothly . T . . read more
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Stephen S.





In January 2017 I had cataracts in both eyes removed. I want to thank Dr Lewis and Dr Devlin for the outstanding results and excellent care I received. Dr Devlin provided me with a detailed explanation of the procedure in addition to a thorough description of what I could expect to occur throughout  . . read more
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Elizabeth N.





Dear Dr. Lewis,
I would like to thank you for the very successful operations you preformed on my wife, Louise and myself. It is hard for a layman to understand how a skilled surgeon with the aid of a high tech laser can correct closed – end glaucomas in the time it took me to go back and forth to . . read more
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Review for Dr. James Lewis

Rating: Five Stars

Review:
Dr. Lewis and his team were thorough in evaluatiing and mapping my eyes for the PanOptix lenses to replace my cataract clouded lenses. They checked the size, shape and prescription, and re-checked again to ensure that the new lenses would  . . read more

[image: Five Stars]
Five Stars





The entire experience of cataract surgery by Dr. Lewis was exemplary. My vision is enormously improved. I wish I'd done it sooner. I was paying and Dr. Lewis made the total cost clear and reasonable. No surprises.


[image: Jeffrey H.]
Jeffrey H.





Dr. Lewis,
This is a very belated thank you card to you for what has really been the best gift I have given myself in recent memory - Visian ICL. After struggling fo rso many years recently with my contact lenses, I had forgotten what it felt like to go through a whole day without noticing how my e . . read more
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Incredibly comprehensive and knowledgeable. Wish they were a little more detail oriented when it comes to the smaller things but in the big old grand scheme of things they do a really wonderful job. Don't plan on switching opthalmologist any time soon.


[image: Christopher A.]
Christopher A.





I am a physician, and chose Dr. Lewis based on objective criteria to meet my needs for cataract surgery, since I had never met him. Besides ultimately great results, I found that he, his associates, and staff, present a welcoming atmosphere and great "bed-side" manner. I am so pleased with . . read more
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John Y.





I could not have had a better experience.I had been wearing glasses for 70 years with a major correction. Following two recent cataract surgeries, I have near perfect vision for the first time in my life. Dr. Lewis and Dr. Devlin epitomize what a physician should be- highly competent and totally dec . . read more
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Saul A.





Dr Lewis operated on my father and he hasn’t worn glasses since. Dr Lewis is the most talented surgeon in our area. He is a perfectionist and a caring doctor. I send everyone to him for LASIK, cataracts, and glaucoma. His team of professionals makes the entire process an uplifting experience.
< . . read more
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READ MORE TESTIMONIALS
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MORE ABOUT DR. LEWIS


















Dr. James S. Lewis has helped cataract patients from Elkins Park, Cheltenham, Wyncote, Jenkintown, Springhouse, Rockledge, Glenside, Abington, Oreland, Philadelphia, Willow Grove, Flourtown, Gwynned Valley, Horsham, Hatboro, Ambler, and Blue Bell over the last 25 years. He is a graduate of Princeton University, Thomas Jefferson Medical College, Duke University Eye Center, and Flinders Medical Centre.
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At the Philadelphia, Pennsylvania cataract surgery offices of Dr. James S. Lewis, patients are assured the highest quality treatments and impeccable care. Dr. Lewis and his team use the latest surgical technologies and techniques to deliver the best possible results. CataractPhiladelphia offers a wide range of premium IOLs, including PanOptix, Vivity, Toric and Light Adjustable Lens. Dr. Lewis also treats patients with both cataracts and glaucoma through an enhanced range of micro-invasive glaucoma surgical options.

















* currently only PanOptix, Vivity, Toric, and the Light Adjustable Lens patients qualify for ONCE AND DONE.















RELATED LINKS
	Fab Eye Care Center
	Lewis LASIK
	Dry Eye Philadelphia
	Laser Dry Eye
	LASIK TV



























CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT




(215) 886-9090













 8380 Old York Road
 Suite 110
 Elkins Park, PA 19027
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